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Wear spiked shoes to avoid leaving shoe prints on the

floor.

Scrub the concrete surface using a scrub brush or a low-

speed floor buffer with a brush attachment.

Remove the residue with a wet-dry vacuum (a cotton

mop can be used, but it is less effective).

STEP 5: APPLY THE PROCLEAN NEUTRALIZER™ SOLUTION

Disclaimer: Direct Colors does not warranty or guarantee results

(outcomes). Concrete variations or improper application may cause
unintended results. Test product on an inconspicuous or small area and

allow to fully cure to ensure compatibility and desired result.

Determine project size in square feet.

Remember, 1 gallon covers approximately 200 square

feet.

STEP 1: CALCULATE SOLUTION AMOUNT

STEP 6: RINSE AND DRY THE SURFACE

Rinse the surface thoroughly: Use plenty of water to

wash away all residue from the surface. Ensure that no

residue remains on the surface, as it is crucial for the

success of the following steps.

Double-check for any remaining residue: IMPORTANT:

Take extra care to remove all traces of residue from the

surface. Applying a stain or sealer over any leftover residue

will lead to poor adhesion, compromising the final result.

Let the surface dry completely: Wait for at least 8 hours

before applying a sealer to ensure the surface is entirely dry.

This waiting period is essential for the sealer to adhere

correctly.

STEP 2: SELECT CONCENTRATE SIZE

ProClean Neutralizer™ is available for making 1 or 5

gallons of solution.

For 1 gallon: Mix 4 ounces of ProClean Neutralizer™

concentrate with 1 gallon of water.

For 5 gallons: Mix 1 quart of ProClean

Neutralizer™concentrate with 5 gallons of water.

STEP 3: MIX SOLUTION

Remove filters if using a sprayer.

Pour concentrate into sprayer or mixing container.

Add corresponding water amount.

STEP 4: PREPARE SPRAYER/CONTAINER

REMOVE

 FILTER

CAUTION: ProClean Neutralizer™ may be harmful if

swallowed or ingested. Contact with skin can cause mild

irritation. Avoid contact with eyes.
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